PORTER COUNTY COUNCIL
Regular Council Meeting
August 24, 2021
The Porter County Council met on Tuesday, August 24, 2021 at 5:30 p.m. in
the County Administration Center, 155 Indiana-Suite 205, Valparaiso, Indiana.
Mr. Rivas called the meeting to order with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Members present were Council Member Jeremy Rivas, Council Member Andy
Bozak, Council Member Mike Brickner, Council Member Sylvia Graham, Council
Member Mike Jessen, Council Member Poparad and Council Member Greg Simms.
Also present was, Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Auditor Chief Deputy Toni Downing and
Council Attorney Harold Harper.
Minutes
Approval of Regular Council Meeting July 27, 2021.
Mr. Rivas, Alright we have a quorum. Next on the agenda we have the approval
of the June 22nd minutes which I believe that we have already approved. I think what
it should say is July 27th, 2021.
Ms. Graham, Motion to approve.
Mr. Bozak, Second
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second to approve the July 27th, 2021 minutes. All in
favor signify by saying Aye? Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
First Reading
Mr. Rivas, Alright first reading Madam Auditor?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS OF PROPOSED ADDITIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
Notice is hereby given the taxpayers of Porter County, Indiana that the proper legal
officers of Porter County, Indiana will meet in the Porter County Government
Administration Building located at 155 Indiana Avenue, Valparaiso Indiana 46383 on
August 24th, 2021 at 5:30 p.m. to consider the following appropriation adjustments to
the county budgets for the year 2021 and to transact any further business which
might come before the Council:
General Fund
Sheriff General Fund
Coroner Fund

1000-11300-000-0005 Overtime
1000-31200-000-0007 Consultants

$
$
$

70,000.00
80,000.00
150,000.00

$

1,250,000.00

$

11,066.06

Storm Water Fund
Storm Water Fund

1182-39500-000-0079 Contractual Services

EMA Donation Fund
EMA Donation Fund
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4114-45400-000-0360 Other Equipment

45.025 ARP MOH-IAC Fund
ARP MOH-IAC Fund

8909-39500-000-0175 Contractual Services

$

3,000.00

59.075 ARP MOH-SVOG Fund
ARP
ARP
ARP
ARP

MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG

Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund

8910-11100-000-0175
8910-33400-000-0175
8910-39500-000-0175
8910-39910-000-0175

Salaries
Advertising
Contractual Services
Other Services

$
$
$
$
$

141,795.60
20,000.00
25,000.00
18,000.00
204,795.60

Taxpayers appearing at such meeting shall have a right to be heard thereon. The
appropriations adjustments as finally made will be referred to the Indiana Department
of Local Government Finance. Upon receipt of a certified copy of the actions taken,
and where applicable, the DLGF will make a written determination as to the
sufficiency of funds to support the appropriations.
Vicki Urbanik
Auditor of Porter County
Publish August 12, 2021
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Superior Court 1 – Judge Fish
Superior Court 1 General Fund - 1000-000-0201
Transfer $500 from 32100 Travel to 44400 Furniture/Fixtures Over $100 $1,300
from 36300 Equipment Other Than Vehicles R&M to 44400 Furniture/Fixtures Over
$100. Reason: To purchase new office chairs.
Mr. Rivas, Alright, so we have a withdraw of the first item on the agenda.
Judge Fish withdrew his request from the agenda.
Superior Court 3 – Judge Drenth
Superior Court 3 General Fund - 1000-000-0203
Transfer $500 from 31700 Interpreter to 22200 Uniforms and Clothing. Reason: To
purchase new robe for Judge Michael J. Drenth.
Mr. Rivas, Judge Drenth Superior Court III, looks like there is a general fund
transfer of $500 dollars from Interpreter to Uniforms and Clothing to purchase new
robe.
Mr. Jessen, I make the motion for the transfer.
Mr. Bozak, Second.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and a second for the transfer, any questions for
the ladies?
Mr. Jessen, We appreciate your being here, but I think we’re good.
Mr. Rivas, I do appreciate you guys showing up. All in favor signify by saying
Aye? Opposed same sign? Transfer is approved, thank you.
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
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Development & Storm Water Management -

Director Robert Thompson

Storm Water Fund - 1182-000-0079
Additional $1,250,000 to 39500 Contractual Services. Reason: To cover impending
storm water improvement projects:
Windy Oaks $600,000
Sunnybrooke $300,000
Kemper Ditch $150,000
Shorewood Forest/Greater South Haven $100,000
Public Storm Water infrastructure R&M $100,000
Mr. Rivas, Development & Storm Water Management. Storm Water additional
$1,250,000 to Contractual Services. The reason to cover impending storm water
improvement projects: Windy Oaks $600,000, Sunnybrooke $300,000, Kemper
Ditch $150,000, Shorewood Forest and the Greater South Haven area $100,000 and
Public Storm Water infrastructure R&M $100,000.
Mr. Rivas, I make the motion for the additional.
Mr. Brickner, Second.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a couple of seconds on the floor for Storm Water to
continue on improving this county. I suppose that’s what we are doing right?
Development & Storm Water Director Bob Thompson,
Development & Storm Water Engineer Mike Novotney, That is exactly what
we are doing.
Mr. Rivas, Trucking away on infrastructure.
Development & Storm Water Engineer Mike Novotney, Rebuilding subdivision
drainage systems, rebuilding regular drains…absolutely.
Mr. Rivas, Shorewood Forest, is that where you live?
(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Any further discussion? Can we get a roll call on the request?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 7 - 0
Mr. Poparad, Is that like South Haven Jeremy?
Mr. Rivas, Thanks Bob.
Mr. Jessen, Thanks guys.
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Coroner – Cyndi Dykes
Coroner General Fund - 1000-000-007
Additional $80,000 to 31200 Consultants.
September through December 2021
autopsy consultation expenses.

Reason:

Appropriation needed for

93.946 SUID/SDY Grant Fund - 8158-000-0007
Transfer $2,400 from 44400 Furniture/Fixtures over $100 to 45400 Other Equipment.
Reason: To purchase of 2 mortuary cots.
Mr. Rivas, Next up Coroner. It looks like there are a couple of requests,
General Fund additional $80,000 Consultants. Reason: Appropriation needed for
September through December 2021autopsy consultation expenses. Do you want me
to continue on and add the other one? There is a grant SUID/SDY Fund transfer
$2,400 from Furniture/Fixtures over $100 to Other Equipment. Reason: To purchase
of 2 mortuary cots. So there is an additional and transfer in front of you.
Mr. Jessen, I’ll make the motion on the additional and the transfer.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion on the floor.
Mr. Poparad, I’ll second it to get to discussion.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and a second on the floor, discussion?
Mr. Simms, Ok, I was looking at where you have 174 deaths reported and out
of all of those you have 27 accidental, 8 suicides, 4 homicides, 2 undermined, 1 an
infant death. 42 natural for 91 deaths total. Out of all that how many autopsies do
we need? Correct me if I’m wrong but autopsies are when you are not sure the
cause of death is that correct?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Correct (inaudible).
Mr. Simms, Ok, so when I’m looking at this, the accidental deaths we know
the cause right? So we are not autopsying them. Suicide you have seven gun shots
wounds so you would know that was the cause of death. Four homicides…I guess
I’m trying to find the…
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Homicides are automatically autopsied.
Mr. Simms, Oh they are?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Automatically and suicides it depends on the situation,
undetermined especially in infant deaths those are automatic autopsies.
Mr. Simms, Ok.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, The natural deaths, a lot of our calls are…especially
with COVID, there are people that are not going back to the doctors, they are not
filling their prescriptions. We don’t have the reason that they died and I can’t make
up it.
Ms. Graham, So what you are saying Cyndi is you can’t or a doctor will not
sign their death certificate?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Correct.
Ms. Graham, So that may explain it.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Correct, if they haven’t been seen and unfortunately
there have been situations where a doctor hasn’t seen their patient for three months
so they won’t do it.
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Mr. Simms, Until there is an autopsy?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Sometimes we have to do the autopsy if we don’t have
enough medical history or information from the family.
We do contact the
physicians for medical records, but if there still isn’t enough to figure out how they
died then…
Mr. Simms, So I guess my question there would be, if there is no suspected
death like when the police are involved then why are we…it seems like it’s a waste of
money. Honestly that's what I was looking at, if the police investigators determine
that they’re out of it, then somebody dies then why don’t the doctors just sign it?
Why are we wasting money on this? Does that make sense?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Oh it definitely does.
Mr. Rivas, Can we try and change that? Is there a way to, I mean…
Mr. Poparad, Can you sign the certificate?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yeah, I am the one that signs it.
Mr. Bozak, Do you guys do autopsies at your office? Or is that all done at the
hospital?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That’s all done at the hospital.
Mr. Jessen, I think maybe for the purpose of discussion and Cyndi let me
know if I am reading this right? So there is 174 deaths through May and we’ve had
52 autopsies. So it’s 52 which is a big number but it’s a fraction of the 174, so not
all of them are being autopsied or…?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, No it’s just the ones...I have to sign that death
certificate. My name is on that death certificate, if I can’t be certain of why someone
died, I can’t make something up and put it on there. I have to have a reason for the
death.
Mr. Simms, And how much are these autopsies averaging in cost? Well
you’ve got it budgeted in here where it looks like it’s a package deal or something?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, What I did was Dr. Fesczko (Pathology Consultants
Inc.) is our forensic pathologist who does all the autopsies. Before January he would
just randomly raise his prices.
Mr. Simms, Is that just because he can?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Because he can, because nothing was in writing.
Mr. Poparad, Is he the only one?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, I’m sorry?
Mr. Poparad, Didn’t we used to go to South Bend?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, I don’t have the staffing to go somewhere else now.
Mr. Poparad, What do you mean, you have 9 people?
Ms. Graham, Wow.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Well all my people have jobs.
Ms. Graham, Pardon?
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Coroner Cyndi Dykes, They all have full-time jobs. So in order for an autopsy
to be transported to another county, I’m going to have…I can’t have the deputy on
call Porter County leave the county to take that body for the autopsy.
Mr. Simms, Only one is on-call at the same time?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes.
Mr. Simms, I mean at a time I should have said?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes. They used to do that, but it’s just too much now.
We’re just getting…
Mr. Simms, But it has to be an on-call driver that can take the actual body to
get it autopsied?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, (Inaudible)
Mr. Simms, It can’t be someone else that’s not on call?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, If you are not on-call they are usually working their
other job.
Coroner Deputy Representative, Our staff is primarily built of part-time
employees. Which is basically what we all our, so for instance my day time job fulltime and in the evening for 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. I am usually on call. Unless it’s the
weekend then I’m off during the day. So it would be nearly impossible, other than
removing Doris from the building which would then create a huge issue.
Mr. Simms, Yes…
Coroner Deputy Representative, Because we wouldn’t be getting anything
done. We would need a full-time person essentially just for autopsy driving.
Mr. Jessen, So for my edification, what’s the average and I’m sure it’s
probably in the information that you provided Cyndi, but what’s the average cost of
an autopsy?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, $2,600 dollars.
Mr. Jessen, $2,600 dollars, so the reality of it is, more people have died
unfortunately. More autopsies have been required as a result of those deaths and so
you need additional money for this, more so than you have anticipated to perform
the autopsies?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Correct and I can’t foresee how many autopsies that
I’m going to have.
Mr. Jessen, Right.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Because we never know the situation until we get on
that call. Last year I asked for $33,000 dollars to cover this, that money was gone
within 5 weeks. Because all of the sudden the autopsies grew, so that’s why I
wanted to get something set-up with Dr. Feczko, because paying him how I am now,
if we have 20 autopsies a month or 1 autopsy he still gets the same amount of
money, it’s not per autopsy now.
Ms. Graham, So the money that we’re okaying tonight, he will get that no
matter what?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes.
Mr. Bozak, And that’s $15,000 dollars a month?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Uhm…
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Mr. Jessen, $20,000 dollars.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, It’s $20,000 dollars now, it’s started at $15,000 dollars
for the first six months and then the way our MOU is set-up if there is a 10% percent
increase or 10% percent decrease for the six months before, then that is when we
kind of negotiate the cost of the price that I pay him. But actually it actually worked
out to the County’s benefit for the first six months, because we really had a lot of
autopsies. So if we would have paid per autopsy…
Mr. Bozak, Wait we are already doing this? We’ve been doing this?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes.
Mr. Bozak, So why are we…
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We started in January.
Mr. Bozak, So why are we short on the budget then? I don’t understand if we
are paying a flat fee was it budgeted incorrectly?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Because right now I only have $170,000 dollars in that
Consultant budget line.
Mr. Bozak, So you didn’t ask for enough? Is that what it was?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, It’s really hard.
Mr. Jessen, It looks like they.
Mr. Bozak, It doesn’t seem that hard to figure out $15,000 dollars times 12
and that’s what you ask for right? Or $20,000 dollars times 12. Because you have
12 months and you are paying $20,000 dollars, so that’s what you would need in
that line item right?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Well the at first six months we were paying $15,000
dollars a month.
Mr. Bozak, I’m just trying to figure this out.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes and the second six months now through December
we’ll be paying $20,000 dollars and depending on how this works out, if there’s an
increase or decrease in autopsies, then we’ll negotiate that again. We negotiated it
every six months when we negotiate. So it could come down from $20,000 dollars
but it was just because we had so many autopsies for the first six months.
Mr. Bozak, So if it was at $15,000 dollars and there was a 10% percent
increase how do we get to $20,000 dollars?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That’s where Dr. Feczko and I kind of negotiated to.
He offer me something higher than that, so I talked him down from…
too…

Mr. Simms,

So would South Bend be cheaper? I mean is there a way just

Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Possibly, I have to check into that.
Mr. Simms, Ok.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Because like I said we don’t have the staffing to take…
Mr. Simms, Is there a way to just hire a driver that is not associated with a
Deputy Coroner, just to pay them to transport…not like an Uber but somewhere
where it’s just someone’s job to transport the body to get an autopsy to free up your
deputies?
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Coroner Deputy Representative, The issue that would arise with that, not
only would be forensic cases but you are transporting a dead body. So there are
laws that would surround that with the dead bodies as well, especially in forensic
cases you’re adding somebody to a mix that now this is a potential murder victim or
homicide victim that now you are adding (inaudible)
Mr. Simms, And the deputies are already able to do this? Do they have to
have special training like you just indicated?
Coroner Deputy Representative, So it’s not a matter of training so to speak,
we’re deputies, we’re sworn in through the State of Indiana, we’re Coroners. We go
through Coroner School.
Mr. Simms, What if you found a part-time officer, one of our Sheriff’s
deputies that could…
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, The problem is too is just like with Dr. Feczko we have
to schedule these autopsies. If we just have a driver they’re going to have to be their
only job because you don’t know what time. An autopsy can be in the morning,
afternoon or evening maybe.
Mr. Simms, Ok, I just think it seems like they know they’ve got a monopoly
going and it seems like we’re getting messed with because he knows there is no
competition.
Mr. Rivas, Alright Greg hold on, hold on Bob is there something that you
wanted to say?
Mr. Poparad, You have 9 deputies and they all have day jobs tomorrow? Is
that a yes? You don’t have anybody, not even one of your deputies available
tomorrow who couldn’t take a body to South Bend?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Well then I would have to pay them extra.
Mr. Poparad, We are already paying them now aren’t we?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, They are not on call. If they are on call they can’t leave
the county.
Mr. Poparad, No somebody else. One of the other ones who is not on call.
Are they all working? You’ve got 9 people and you can’t find somebody to drive to
South Bend? That strikes me as a management problem.
Mr. Rivas, Sylvia did you have something?
Ms. Graham, Well I was kind of wondering that too. You have 9 deputies but
you said they all have day jobs? Is that what you said?
Mr. Rivas, So how do you schedule them?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Police officers, I work at the hospital, he works at a
hospital. I could look into it but I just think the logistics?
Mr. Rivas, How do you schedule? Can you explain real fast to us how you
schedule your days? For example one deputy every day?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We have one deputy per 12 hour shift.
Coroner Deputy Representative, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. so for
instance when I’m not on call, obviously I’m at work. So to say when a deputy is not
on call he’s not at work? That’s possible for sure. But we are also per diem
employees so we could be on call eight days. For instance we had one deputy who is
a police officer who was out for the last month and a half for K-9 training. So all of
us took an extra two shifts to make up for his and we don’t get more pay or less pay
for that. It just how it is.
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Mr. Rivas, Ok Mike did you have something that you wanted to say?
Mr. Jessen, Yes Vicki can you tell us how much we spent in autopsies for
2019 and 2020?
Mr. Rivas, $200,000 dollars.
Auditor Deputy Director Toni Downing, For 2019 or 2020?
Mr. Jessen, For both.
Auditor Deputy Director Toni Downing,
dollars.

For 2020 they spent $201,000

Mr. Jessen, And 2019?
Mr. Rivas, $169,000 dollars.
Auditor Deputy Director Toni Downing, $169,150 dollars.
Mr. Jessen, Ok so far in 2021 how much have we spent?
Mr. Rivas, $167,000 dollars.
Mr. Jessen, And what’s before us is asking for an additional $80,000 dollars
for the year. So it would be $247,000 dollars roughly for the year. The question I
have, for the MOU it looks like it was signed in January of 2021?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes
Mr. Jessen, And did he just say that the agreement is no longer valid?
Because it’s showing that for services rendered $15,000 dollars per month and it
expires in June of 2023. Did he just say I’m not doing it for that price anymore?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That’s how attorney McClure helped me set that up.
Mr. Bozak, So (inaudible)
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Scott McClure helped me set that up.
Mr. Bozak, It’s a valid contract though.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That is the MOU…yes.
Mr. Bozak, So why…I don’t understand.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, But in that contract is says we would negotiate every
six months according to a 10% percent increase or 10% percent decrease in
autopsies.
Mr. Bozak, So we shouldn’t be at $20,000 dollars. We should be at $16,500.
Mr. Poparad, No 10% percent of the autopsies, the number not 10% percent
of the dollars.
Mr. Bozak, Oh I misunderstood what she was saying, ok.
Mr. Jessen, So is there a new MOU then?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We don’t…no as long as we negotiate every year that
MOU will expire in 2023. I don’t have to do a new one each time.
Mr. Rivas, Alright there is a motion and a second on the floor, is there any
further discussion? There has been plenty.
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Mr. Bozak, Are you looking at next year’s budget and putting it the $240,000
dollar number or a more accurate number than the $170,000 dollars? Are you doing
that now? Because we’re going to be talking budgets soon.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, I could do that tonight.
Mr. Bozak, I’m not saying to do it tonight…no I just want when you are doing
your budget to make sure you take that into account, because you only budgeted
$170,000 dollars.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Right.
Mr. Bozak, You are going to be closer to $240,000 dollars.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Ok
Ms. Graham, It just might go up.
Mr. Bozak, And it could go up, that’s what I’m saying. I would rather have
accurate numbers and then maybe you don’t have to come back before us.
Ms. Graham, It’s very hard when you only have one doctor saying this is what
I want.
Mr. Simms, And this might sound kind of odd too, but $240,000 dollars is a
lot of money. How much would it cost if we did it in Porter County? If you hired a
doctor and did it? Would it be cheaper? I mean has it ever been at least looked
into?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We don’t have one in Porter County.
Mr. Simms, Have you thought about trying to get one or see what it would
cost if we did it ourselves. Like you found someone whatever the process is with a
doctor and facility and stuff. How much would it cost if we actually funded our own
person to do the autopsies? Versus…
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We would have to have our own morgue to do that.
Dr. Feczko is affiliated with the hospital.
Ms. Graham, It would be a lot of money.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We don’t have our own morgue, I can’t hire someone
to come into the hospital. (Inaudible)
Mr. Simms, So they do these at the hospital on Highway 149?
Coroner Deputy Representative,
morgue and autopsy suite.

There is also the use of Porter Hospital

Mr. Poparad, What about St. Francis? Have you talked to them?
Mr. Jessen, Yes I’d like to make a motion to table this for further review.
Mr. Poparad, I’ll second it.
Mr. Rivas, We have a motion and second to table this and would take
precedence over the motion already on the floor. Any further discussion?
Mr. Jessen, The only I’d like to…
Ms. Graham, Do want them to withdraw the motion?
Mr. Rivas, You don’t have to withdraw.
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Mr. Jessen, The question that I would have centers around the MOU.
Because it was just signed in January and so after a six month review taking it from
$15,000 to $20,000 dollars, I’m not sure what that percentage is but it’s an
incredible significant increase on a monthly basis. And I’m not sure and that’s
where I would like maybe Harold to talk to Scott, to find out the veracity behind the
contract. Because, it just seems like for him to be able to do that and add such a
significant increase doesn’t seem quite right to me.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, It’s only a few autopsies. I already saved the county
$45,000 dollars in the first six months.
Ms. Graham, How?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, If we had to pay out that money for each autopsy.
Mr. Jessen, Well I like the first six months of the agreement.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That’s what I was trying to (inaudible)
Mr. Jessen, More than I like next six months. Right? I mean…
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Well, for the year we are already at 67 autopsies.
Mr. Bozak, If we table it she only has $2,300 dollars in there.
Mr. Poparad, We’ll pay them later.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Last year we only had 73 autopsies.
Mr. Poparad, Well that’s not going to stop.
Mr. Bozak, The autopsies might.
Ms. Graham, My question is, why was the contract set-up for review where
the doctor can just say it’s going to go up $5,000 dollars per month or whatever it’s a
yearly contract.
Mr. Poparad, There you go. He renegotiated.
Ms. Graham, I’d like to…
Mr. Poparad, Have we talked to (inaudible) St. Franciscan?
Ms. Graham, Or Community?
Mr. Poparad, Do they do autopsies?
Mr. Rivas, I’m sure they do.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, I can look into that.
Mr. Poparad, (Inaudible) who does LaPorte County’s?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Dr. Feczko. He does Lake County’s autopsies too.
Mr. Poparad, Oh boy.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, That’s why he suggested this because he already has
it set-up in LaPorte County like this.
Mr. Rivas, Alright there is a motion on the floor to table.
Mr. Brickner, I’m just going to say one thing.
Mr. Rivas, Alright go ahead.
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Mr. Brickner, From experience autopsies are necessary, it’s just the way it is.
From a law enforcement background it’s something that we have to do and you have
to pay for it. I’m personally going to say if our Coroner is saying that she needs this
money to do her job and represent the county the way that she needs to manage her
department. I think that we’re past MOU’s and I think that’s for the next time
around. I’m just going to say that we’re obligated to supply her with what she needs.
You have got to have autopsies, it’s a necessary thing. They are not cheap and you
have been using this doctor…this goes back to when I was on the department and
we had same doctor. You can’t take an Uber with a dead body in it and drive them
to wherever, you have to have certified people. With what else that you were talking
about, I think it’s from Valparaiso but it works for you so I am familiar with it. I am
just going to say speaking for myself that we need to cooperate as a council to supply
her with what she needs to do her job.
Mr. Rivas,
Auditor?

Alright can we get a roll call on tabling the request Madame

Ms. Graham, We are tabling it.
Mr. Rivas, There is a vote to table it.
Ms. Graham, Ok
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak

-

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 4 – 3 to table.
Coroner General Fund - 1000-000-007
Additional $80,000 to 31200 Consultants.
September through December 2021
autopsy consultation expenses.

Reason:

Appropriation needed for

93.946 SUID/SDY Grant Fund - 8158-000-0007
Transfer $2,400 from 44400 Furniture/Fixtures over $100 to 45400 Other Equipment.
Reason: To purchase of 2 mortuary cots.
Mr. Rivas, The vote was 4 to 3 to table. That was both requests right? Do you
want to do something with the second one?
Mr. Jessen, Well I tell you what as I look at the number the contract or the
MOU is written at or intended for 37.5 every six months and as we look at where we
are today, it’s a substantial increase over that. So that would be 52 over it, so when
you look at that increase from $15,000 to $20,000 dollars as I am digging more into
the language of the MOU, it’s not surprising that he would be asking for more money.
So as I look at that now and we could debate back and forth weather or not it’s too
much or could we get somebody else to do it and all that sort of thing. I have to say I
tend to agree with Councilman Brickner and say that’s really kind of up to you to sort
through all of that and it sounds like you guys have.
Deputy Coroner Representative, We did our best that’s for sure.
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Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes and the reason that we put this together and why I
sat down with him was to save money. So instead of paying per autopsy this is saving
money. It’s hard to see it on paper, but it actually is saving us money because like I
said last year we had 73 total autopsies and we’re already at 67 autopsies.
Deputy Coroner Representative, Just so the Council is aware he is a forensic
pathologist and that is a very thin specialty, there is not a lot forensic pathologists in
the state of Indiana. There are really a handful that perform from Lake Michigan to
the River in the entire state. It’s not something that you can really just find at any
hospital (inaudible) it is a specialty, it is a court recognized specialty.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, And part of the fee that he charges also covers if he
does have to go to court. Everything is included, so all of his court fees and anything
that he would have to charge extra he just includes that in there.
Mr. Jessen, And all his fees are also cover the hospital suite, I think that’s
what you…
Deputy Coroner Representative, That is correct.
Mr. Jessen, Do we know if those have also gone up?
Deputy Coroner Representative, They very much so have.
Mr. Jessen, So far in what he’s asking for is to pay for…
Deputy Coroner Representative, I very recently left Porter Hospital and was
kind of involved in those kinds of things, but very much so, they have…that price
has increased on him so when his price increases he comes to us as well obviously.
Mr. Bozak, So what have we asked them to do?
something to us next month? What’s the next…

Are they going to bring

Mr. Jessen, I’d like to make the motion to reconsider.
Mr. Bozak, I second that.
Mr. Jessen,
And go ahead with the additional $80,000 dollars as
recommended by the Coroner and along with that transfer as well. So that’s my
motion.
Mr. Rivas, There’s a motion and did you say a second on the floor?
Mr. Bozak, Yes.
Mr. Rivas, To reconsider…
Mr. Simms, Does LaPorte get charged the same way as we’re getting charged?
And does Lake County get charge the same way as we’re getting charged?
Deputy Coroner Representative, Very much so.
Mr. Jessen, And I trust as we go throughout this year you will consider any
and all other options to try to do whatever you can to help reduce the cost of the
autopsies which are clearly inevitable.
Deputy Coroner Representative, And on top of that Cyndi and I also…I mean
we screen on when we need an autopsy, it’s not willy-nilly. Our deputies will call us
and say this is kind of on the line thing should we do it or should we not? We do
screen those things as well.
Ms. Graham, I would actually like to see and I agree with Mike we have to
vote for this and we have to pay the bill. But I’d like to have the lawyers and that
redo this, why if he signed a contract does he every 6 months does he get to
renegotiate.
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Mr. Jessen, Well that very clearly part of the contract.
Mr. Bozak, If it’s increased or decreased by 10% percent…
Ms. Graham, I know that, but could it be rewritten?
Mr. Jessen, And that’s a possibility to be considered for the future.
Ms. Graham, That’s my point.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, We’ll how Scott when he was sitting down helping me
do this, it doesn’t like expire, it’s that amount of money in MOU that expires,
because it’s not really considered a contract because we don’t have to go in front of
the lawyers. Dr. Feczko and I don’t go in front of the lawyers each time. The whole
MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) will expire in 2023 of January. It was just a
way of…
Deputy Coroner Representative, (Inaudible) plan, you said your NIPSCO bill
and you get on their plan, when you use more electric they still come back and you
pay for that.
Mr. Bozak, You owe them more.
Ms. Graham, Next year you are going to pay more.
Deputy Coroner Representative, This is really a similar contract.
Mr. Bozak, I’d be interested if it ever goes down. If we ever get below that.
Mr. Jessen, Well let’s hope for that.
Deputy Coroner Representative, You and me both (inaudible)
Mr. Bozak, The only thing that I would have is to please make sure that you
include that in next year’s numbers, because we want to make sure that accurate.
You look confused? Do you know what I’m talking about?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes but isn’t that due tomorrow?
Mr. Bozak, I don’t know when it’s due.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, I think it’s due tomorrow.
Mr. Bozak, I don’t know to me we spent $201,000 dollars last year and this
year we went past that to $240,000 dollars and it’s only budgeted for $170,000
dollars so if you haven’t increased that then you are going to be back in front of us
next year. Potentially, hopefully there is less deaths…but?
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, All you can do is the best you can with the information that you
have and if that’s $20,000 dollars per month then your budget for next year should
reflect $20,000 per month.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Ok.
Mr. Rivas, Ok just for clarification the motion to reconsider does that also
include the motion to pass both the additional and the transfer?
Mr. Jessen, Yes
Mr. Bozak, Second agrees.
Mr. Rivas, Alright roll call on the additional and transfer for approval?
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Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner

-

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6 – 1 motion passes.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Mr. Jessen, Have a good evening.
Mr. Bozak, Thank you for explaining and taking the time to go through all of
that.
Coroner Cyndi Dykes, Thanks
Porter County Sheriff – David Reynolds
Sheriff General Fund - 1000-000-0005
Additional $70,000 to 11300 Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of special services
positions that are reimbursed by other agencies
Transfer $34,000 from 11100 Salaries to 11300 Overtime. Reason: To cover the
cost of overtime for filling shifts and call out for patrol.
Jail General Fund - 1000-000-0380
Transfer $55,000 from 11100 Salaries to 11300 Overtime. Reason: To cover the
cost of overtime for unfilled shifts due to open positions in the jail.
Mr. Rivas, Sheriff come on up. There is an additional and some transfers.
Sheriff General Fund additional $70,000 to Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of
special services positions that are reimbursed by other agencies. Transfer $34,000
from Salaries to Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of overtime for filling shifts
and call out for patrol. There is a Jail General Fund transfer $55,000 from Salaries
to Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of overtime for unfilled shifts due to open
positions in the jail. So there is and additional and a couple of transfers in front of
you?
Mr. Poparad, I make a motion on all of them.
Mr. Simms, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and second on all of them, discussion?
Jail?

Ms. Graham, Just a question, how many open positions do you have at the

Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Right now we have three. We were down five
or six at one point. Now we are down three.
Mr. Rivas, When you get reimbursed like this Sheriff by other agencies…
Sheriff David Reynolds, That’s mostly the Fed money. The (inaudible) on all
of our special teams (inaudible) LCCTF, HIDTA, OCDETF, DEA, Drugs (inaudible) so
we are at their mercy when, but we will get the money.
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Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, We’ve billed out $70,225 dollars to them this
year. We have been reimbursed $74,742 dollars to this date. And this extra amount
because of the having all these different specialties and we’ve got a couple additional
that they are only allowed to make $19,180 dollars a year on any overtime they do
within this that we get reimbursed for. So we cap them at that…you know at that
point. So not all of them will work this, so this doesn’t mean that we are going to
use all of this money, it just that we have $60,000 now for the overtime special
teams and it’s just not enough to cover with how many departments we are working
with. But they have their steady reimbursing but everything is a month or a month
and a half behind because we work the month and we bill them out and then we
have a (inaudible) weight time. So it’s definitely a month behind (inaudible). But we
do follow up, we keep track and make sure they pay us.
Mr. Rivas, How much do we do this with…like grants with overtime? I’m just
wondering, I had a conversation with another Councilmember about this. I mean as
we’re looking at the budget session, we’re looking at additionals as we have been
looking back at additionals for the last couple of years…I mean is there a grant fund
that we could create to keep money in it so that you are not doing additionals? You
would be just paying out of that with the reimbursement that goes right back in? I
mean this is…
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, I don’t know where we are going to get a grant
for this it’s overtime.
Mr. Rivas, No I mean maybe I used the wrong word not grant, but we’re
giving you an additional to cover something that we’re are being reimbursed for.
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Right.
Mr. Poparad, Then it shouldn’t count.
Mr. Rivas, That’s kind of what I am thinking.
Mr. Poparad, Let’s ask Vicki?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Let me address that. The difficulty with this situation
is the fund that originally pays for the employees it’s the General Fund. So the State
Board of Accounts will allow us to setup a new fund so that the expenses come out
of the fund, the reimbursements go into the fund. But we have to match expenses
and revenues and some of this we think we could do, like the overtime. As long as
we match it precisely, it does get tricky though with some of these reimbursements.
Because your Jailers or your Police Officers there are other costs that go into their
pay. You know…
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Jailers don’t work these Special Teams.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Well, yes I am kind of talking about the other issue…
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, (Inaudible)
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
with the Federal Prisoners. Well we could
analyze…we’re thinking about looking at setting up a fund to keep this out of the
General Fund as long as we are matching the revenues and the expenditures. This
would be for the reimbursable services for overtime like HIDTA and…
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Right, in fact that would be fine with me.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, That would be real fine.
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Right now I have to track exactly how much
goes out…
Ms. Graham, That would probably save you a lot of time.
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Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Yes it would. It would help me if we had a
different fund like a overtime for Special Teams or whatever, because then I don’t
have to worry (inaudible) Patrolmen and then we have on these agencies that
(inaudible), yes that would be fine with me.
Mr. Rivas, Ok perfect.
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, I would prefer that.
Mr. Rivas, Any further discussion? Can we get a roll call on the additional
and two transfers?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 7 – 0.
Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Thank you.
Sheriff David Reynolds, Thank you.
EMA
EMA Donation Fund - 4114-000-0360
Additional $11,066.06 to 45400 Other Equipment. Reason: Appropriation needed to
purchase of a portable generator ($3,399.95) from funds donated to EMA for this
purpose. And to pay Network Solutions, Inc. for Cisco IP video phones, headsets,
software and service agreement ($7,666.11) that were installed in our EOC.
Mr. Rivas, EMA Donation fund additional $11,066.06 to Other Equipment.
Reason: Appropriation needed to purchase of a portable generator ($3,399.95) from
funds donated to EMA for this purpose.
Mr. Poparad, I make the motion.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Poparad, There is a motion and a second on the floor, discussion? Roll
call on the additional for EMA.
Mr. Bozak, You didn’t even get to talk.
EMA Representative, That’s ok.
Mr. Rivas, Hurry up roll call.
(Laughter)
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Mr. Poparad
fund?

Mr. Poparad, Wait a minute I have a question. Does EMA have a donation
Mr. Rivas, This is the donation fund? Yes this is the donation fund.
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EMA Representative, This is a non-reverting fund.
Mr. Poparad, Then why do we have to do an additional?
EMA Representative, That’s our question?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Well it wasn’t appropriated. So you need to appropriate
this in order to spend it.
Mr. Rivas, When somebody give us money we have to appropriate for them to
spend it.
EMA Representative, The money is in there, we just have to ask for permission
each time.
Mr. Poparad, Shouldn’t it be separated from the other additional?
combining two additionals…you are doing two additionals aren’t you?

You are

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, No the donations came into the fund, but there is no…
Mr. Poparad, How much?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Right now is $12,894 dollars, there were carry forward
receipts of $7,894 dollars…
Mr. Poparad, There are two of them, the $7,600 dollars is a donation?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, So far this year $5,000 dollars has come in and then
they had a carry forward from last year. So that’s what gives the balance of $12,894
dollars.
Mr. Poparad, Is there $7,600 in donation as well?
Mr. Rivas, No those are expenditures Bob, two expenditures.
Mr. Poparad, Yes, but is it a donation?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes is was originally a donation.
Mr. Poparad, Okay, that what I wanted to know, I thought that was an
additional donation with the $3,399 dollar donation.
EMA Representative, They are both out of donations.
Mr. Poparad, Alright.
Mr. Rivas, No you are fine.
Ms. Graham, Is this your first generator that you guys are getting?
EMA Representative, It’s what was agreed upon. That money was specifically
donated for a generator.
Ms. Graham, Okay so they wouldn’t have donated it…okay.
Mr. Poparad, Sorry…sorry Jeremy.
Mr. Rivas, Don’t be sorry. Roll call Madame Auditor please?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
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-

Yes
Yes

Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 7 – 0.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Mr. Jessen, Thank you very much.
Porter County Expo Center – Lori Daly
PC Expo Center Fund 4005-000-9604
Transfer $20,000 from 33400 Advertising to 22300 Food and Groceries. Reason:
Transfer to increase food and groceries line item due to increase in off premise bar
events
Mr. Rivas, Porter County Expo Center $20,000 from Advertising to Food and
Groceries. Reason: Transfer to increase food and groceries line item due to increase
in off premise bar events.
Ms. Graham, Ooh.
Mr. Jessen, Motion.
Mr. Rivas, Motion
Mr. Brickner, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Second, any discussion?
Opposed same sign? Motion carries.

All in favor signify by saying Aye?

Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Ms. Graham, How are you doing out there?
Expo Center Director Lori Daly, We are getting by, it’s a struggle right now.
We’re just revving up with the fall events and getting phone calls of concerns
(inaudible)
Ms. Graham, Okay.
Expo Center Director Lori Daly, So we had one pretty big dog cancel for the
end of September and that was the Urschel Company Christmas party which was
(inaudible)
Ms. Graham, Well let’s keep our fingers crossed.
Mr. Bozak, They are saying 2022 is going to be a big wedding year.
Expo Center Director Lori Daly, Well we do request our proposals online and
they are popping.
Mr. Bozak, It’s going to be a big one.
Mr. Rivas, Alright.
Ms. Graham, Thank you Lori.
Expo Center Director Lori Daly, Thank you
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Memorial Opera House – Scot MacDonald
Memorial Opera House Fund - 4915-000-0175
Form 144

$61,951 to $0 Business Director
$40,735 to $0 Technical Director
$38,192 to $0 Administrative Coordinator
Reason: Received new grant Arts Recovery Program – American Rescue Plan (ARP) for
Shuttered Venue Operators Grant (SVOG) so need to reduce salaries in 4915 fund.
45.025 ARP MOH IAC Fund - 8909-000-0175
Additional $3,000 to 39500 Contractual Services. Reason: MOH received grants and
we need to appropriate the funds.
59.075 ARP MOH SVOG Fund - 8910-000-0175
Additional
$141,795.60 to 11100 Salaries
$20,000 to 33400 Advertising
$25,000 to 39500 Contractual Services
$18,000 to 39910 Other Services
Reason: MOH received grants and we need to appropriate the funds. (There will be a
reduction in 4915 MOH fund next in Salaries, FICA, PERF and Form 144)
Transfer

$3,730 from 11100 Salaries to 12100 FICA
$5,461 from 11100 Salaries to 12300 PERF
Reason: Need appropriation to pay FICA and PERF.
Form 144

$0 to $61,951 Business Director
$0 to $40,735 Technical Director
$0 to $38,192 Administrative Coordinator
Reason: Received new grant Arts Recovery Program – American Rescue Plan (ARP) for
Shuttered Venue Operators Grant (SVOG) so reduce salaries in fund 4915 and moved
to fund 8910.
Mr. Rivas, Memorial Opera House, it looks like there is all kinds of stuff going
on here. Memorial Opera House fund
Form 144
$61,951 to $0 Business Director
$40,735 to $0 Technical Director
$38,192 to $0 Administrative Coordinator
Reason: Received new grant Arts Recovery Program – American Rescue Plan for
Shuttered Venue Operators Grant so need to reduce salaries in 4915 fund. Then
there is an ARP MOH IAC fund additional $3,000 to Contractual Services. Reason:
MOH received grants and we need to appropriate the funds. Do you guys want me to
keep going? Then there is a different fund Arts Recovery Program for Memorial Opera
House SVOG fund additional $141,795.60 to Salaries, $20,000 to Advertising,
$25,000 to Contractual Services and $18,000 to Other Services. Reason the Memorial
Opera House received grants and need to appropriate the funds. There will be a
reduction in 4915 MOH fund next months meeting in Salaries, FICA, PERF along with
this reduction in the Form 144. Transfer $3,730 from Salaries to FICA, $5,461 from
Salaries to PERF. Reason: Need appropriation to pay FICA and PERF. Here we go the
other way:
Form 144
$0 to $61,951 Business Director
$0 to $40,735 Technical Director
$0 to $38,192 Administrative Coordinator
Reason: Received new grant Arts Recovery Program – American Rescue Plan (ARP) for
Shuttered Venue Operators Grant (SVOG) so reduce salaries in fund 4915 and moved
to fund 8910.
Mr. Jessen, I’ll make a motion on all of that including the Form 144’s and I’m
anxious to hear Scot’s explanation.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Sure.
Mr. Bozak, Second.
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Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and a second, any discussion and question?
Ms. Graham, I have a question Scot?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Sure.
Ms. Graham, You know on our rules that we have here, if these grants would
ever go away you would have to go back to what you were doing.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Correct.
Ms. Graham, Okay just so that you know.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, So this will carry us
through the end of this year. So when I come before you at budget time in two
months, we will be putting our salaries back on our 4915 fund. So in essence what
is happening here and Madame Auditor please feel free to jump in. What we are
doing is our three salaries from pay period 17 to the end of the year are being
covered by this grant. So that’s the approximately $48,000 dollars, plus FICA and
PERF that is covering through the remainder of the year. The rest of it for the
beginning part of the year, before pay period 17 will go back into our 4915 General
Operating fund. So this grant basically we have to have the funds appropriated by
the end of the year so that it is spent by June of next year. We may be receiving
more funds sometime between now and the end of the year from this grant. So we
are putting a budget in place as well for this fund just we do get those funds so that
we can spend for next year appropriately. Does that help?
know.

Ms. Graham,

Oh yes that answers my question just as long as you guys

Mr. Bozak, How much did you guys get?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald,
dollars.

We received $205,000

Ms. Graham, Wow.
Mr. Bozak, Very good.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, And…
Ms. Graham, Good for you.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thank you. And we
received notification that we may be receiving an additional $13,000 dollars, plus
everybody that was funded through SVOG potentially could be receiving and
additional 50% percent on top of that, but we are waiting for everything to kind of
normalize out through SBA, they just ended the application process I believe on
Friday. So they are still working through that and this is something that Vicki and
Toni will tell has been in the works since December of last year. So it’s kind of been
my life.
Mr. Bozak, Nice work.
Mr. Poparad, Do you have any plays coming up?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, We open up 9 to 5 in the
middle of next month.
Mr. Poparad, Is Whitten in it?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, What’s that?
Mr. Bozak, Is Whitten in it
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(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Come on…order. We’re not bringing that up. Alright any further
discussion?
Mr. Jessen, Question? Congratulations on the grants, which is awesome,
awesome work and certainly helpful for MOH and the County and it’s a big, big win.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thank you and yes.
Mr. Jessen, And I’m going to try and get Lori’s attention…through this same
grant process Lori was there money afforded or available for you too or not so much?
Expo Center Director Lori Daly, (Inaudible)
Mr. Bozak, Scott took it all.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Yes I took all of it.
Mr. Jessen, Alright thank you.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Unfortunately Mr. Jessen
that grant was for Venues for the Performing Arts Centers.
Mr. Jessen, Gotcha, thank you. It’s worth the question.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Yes.
Ms. Graham, That’s good Scot, I almost signed up for that 9 to 5.
Mr. Rivas, American Rescue Plan, what is that exactly? I’m just curious
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Sure, so…
Mr. Rivas, No I’m just kidding Scot.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, I can launch into it.
Mr. Rivas, No.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, I got the information here.
Mr. Rivas, No.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, I’m ready.
Mr. Rivas, Alright, any further discussion?
Mr. Poparad, No wait.
(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Can we get a roll call on all the Form 144’s, the Additionals and
the Transfers? Roll Call please?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
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-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mr. Poparad

-

Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 7 – 0.
Mr. Jessen, Yes thanks Scot.
Mr. Bozak, Have a good one.
Second Reading
Mr. Rivas, Alright second reading.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Whereas it has been determined that it is now necessary to appropriate more money
than what was appropriated in the annual budget. Therefore be it resolved by the
Porter County Council of Porter County Indiana that for the expenses of the taxing
unit the following additionals sums of money are hereby appropriated out of the funds
named and for the purposes specified subject to the laws governing the same
General Fund
Sheriff General Fund
Coroner Fund

1000-11300-000-0005 Overtime
1000-31200-000-0007 Consultants

$
$
$

70,000.00
80,000.00
150,000.00

$

1,250,000.00

$

11,066.06

$

3,000.00

Storm Water Fund
Storm Water Fund

1182-39500-000-0079 Contractual Services

EMA Donation Fund
EMA Donation Fund

4114-45400-000-0360 Other Equipment

45.025 ARP MOH-IAC Fund
ARP MOH-IAC Fund

8909-39500-000-0175 Contractual Services

59.075 ARP MOH-SVOG Fund
ARP
ARP
ARP
ARP

MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG
MOH-SVOG

Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund

8910-11100-000-0175
8910-33400-000-0175
8910-39500-000-0175
8910-39910-000-0175

Salaries
Advertising
Contractual Services
Other Services

$
$
$
$
$

141,795.60
20,000.00
25,000.00
18,000.00
204,795.60

That concludes second reading.
Mr. Poparad, I’ll make the motion.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the floor for second reading. Discussion?
Roll Call Madame Auditor?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Poparad
Mr. Simms
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-

Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6 - 0
Attorney’s Report
Mr. Rivas, Attorney’s report?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, Nothing to report today other than Vicki is
going to discuss the Levy Limits and Statue’s so I don’t want to step on her toes.
Mr. Rivas, Okay and thank you.
Any other matter that may come properly before the Council
Levy Limits and Tax Caps – Auditor Vicki Urbanik


Council Review of Levy Limits and Tax Caps per IC 6-1.1-17-3.6

Mr. Rivas, Any other matter that may come properly before the Council.
Looks like Vicki is on the agenda and here she is. Levy Limits and Tax Caps Auditor
Vicki Urbanik, Council review of Levy Limits and Tax Caps per IC 6-1.1-17-3.6.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Ok some of you may remember at your first meeting in
August, every year you the County Council are statutorily required to review the
estimates of the maximum property tax levies and estimates of funding losses due to
the tax caps. Not just for the County Government, but for all Taxing Units that are in
the County.
Statue also requires that you make a decision as to whether you are going to a nonbinding recommendation and…or if you don’t give a non-binding recommendation
then we are to send the meeting minutes to all of the Taxing Units. I would like to
recommend that you make a non-binding recommendation, because by the time these
minutes are done and approved, most of these Taxing Units will be far along in their
budget process. And in the past your recommendation has been for Taxing Units
including yourself, to be mindful of the Maximum Levies and to prepare a budget in
keeping with your Max Levy. So what we have done in the past few years is that we
have taken off all of the information that’s available prepared by the State online. You
can go, with some exception on the web page right now at the DLGF and you can find
all of these numbers.
But what we’ve done, instead of printing out reams of paper for everyone, just take the
relevant numbers and compile it in an easy to review format. So basically, the two big
takeaways from the Max Levies and Tax Caps are that the statewide growth quotient is
increasing from 4.2% percent to 4.3% percent. This means the Taxing Units will be
able to budget for an increase in their Property Tax Levy. At the same time the
estimates show that the Tax Caps, at least in Porter County are expected to go down
for most Units anyway. So from a Government standpoint that sounds good, you are
able to levy more in property taxes and you are able to budget fewer losses due to the
tax caps.
So if you go through all of the different tables that we have, we will begin with the
County briefly. We included the past two years for comparison purposes. So you will
see that the Max Levy went from $42,000,000 dollars to $44,000,000 dollars. Now the
estimate is going up to $46,000,000 dollars. At the same time how much of that will
we not expect, because of Tax Cap losses and as you can see it’s projected to go down
from 2.5 this year to a 2.2 next year.
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And then the next one shows the same types of numbers for the Cities and Towns.
And you can see how it’s the same trend for all of the Cities and Towns for the most
part.
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And then the next table that we have gives you the same type of information for the
Schools and the Other Taxing Units, and you see the same types of trends with higher
Levies and generally speaking same or slightly lower Tax Cap losses, with some
exceptions of course.
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And then the last page and well this part of the report deals with Townships.
Townships are a little bit different because their Levies and their Tax Caps are broken
down between what’s called their fire rates as well as the civil rates which are with the
operating parts of the Township.
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So this gives you a good overview of all of the data that is available through the state.
Now this year we did somethings a little bit different, we are providing you a little bit
more detail about the County. So the next page deals with the County and what we
are calling supplemental details. So I always like to look at what were these estimates
in August. They’re always released at this time of the year, at the time of the budget
season. How does it actually end up? You can see that for our Tax Levies, pretty
much everything that we’ve seen at this time estimated, pretty much ends up to be
what ends up in the budget order and we would definitely anticipate that for 2022.
But we do see that the circuit breaker estimates tend to be on the high side at this
time and then when we really get the tax extract, when we really know the tax billing,
it’s not as…at least in the past few years it’s not as severe. It’s still a pretty major cut
though.

Now the next table is something that I think that there has been some interest in.
What do we do with this Tax Levy? It doesn’t all go to the General Fund, it’s allocated
among all of the property tax funds. I do want to point out that these numbers do not
include the Jail bond. That’s because it’s treated completely different, so we don’t
need to address that right now. So the way that the numbers right now are shaking
out is that on in putting in the draft allocation of the property tax levy and we pretty
much know that for the Cumulative Bridge fund the CCD fund those are what the
levies are going to be, those are rate driven funds.
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And so once we have those rates, and once we have the certified AV’s we know how
much of a Levy they’re going to generate. So that doesn’t leave a lot of wiggle room
for the other fund. And we’re going to see those numbers tweaked a little bit as we
go along with the budget session, but I think that we are going to end up somewhere
in that neighborhood. And the next table we just through in to give you a look at
one of the things that we have tried to do in the Auditor’s office each year, is to really
to focus on our operating margins and building that up from year to year to year. So
the gold standard is 15% percent, so we have done pretty well and a lot of these
funds with the operating margins. These are just a variety of statistics that we have
as we enter the official budget season.
Mr. Bozak, So the Health Department is potentially going to lose $142,000
dollars?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, In the Levy and that is the allocation that we’re
proposing. Because we don’t have much of an increase, because the Cumulative
Bridge rate reestablishment this year is taking up all of our levy. So we have to
allocate to the others. The reason why I’m suggesting putting that…allocating that
decrease for the Health Department, is because last year we shifted around some of
the money…some of the levy I should say to help shore up the Health Department.
That’s because the Health Department was having some issues with its operating
margins. However, by the end of the year the Health Department got some really
good reimbursements through the Cares Act. And the Health Department can
handle a bit of a decline in the levy just like the General fund it’s a bit of a decline
with the levy last year. So that’s what…even if we were to change some of those
numbers it’s not going to have a big effect.
Mr. Bozak, I was just wondering.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, I know it looks like a cut…
Mr. Bozak, That’s one of the ones that scares me we’re only getting $32,000
dollars more?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes the Health fund looks like a cut, but when you
look at their operating margin they are doing good because of the Cares Act and
what we did last year to help shore them up.
Mr. Bozak, So the Cumulative Bridge fund is going to have $1.9 million
dollars more and we’re going to have $32,000 dollars?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes and I do want to point out this is before the Tax
Cap losses. This is just the levies, but yes the rate reestablishment is taken up the
Cumulative Bridge levy this year and you need to know that if you didn’t already
know that. Now does that mean that the budgets can’t be increased? No it doesn’t
mean that, this report just deals with Levies and Tax Caps. It doesn’t address the
other factors with the budget. This is what you are required to look at, at this
meeting here.
Mr. Rivas, Perfect this is great info Vicki with the supplemental details. This
is the kind of stuff we need to be digesting at all times. In your operating margins of
property tax supported funds those are your percentages of what we have in
reserves? That 25.4% percent is? That 127% percent is?
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Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes what it is as long as we know what we are talking
on. It is the ratio of what was our cash balance at the end of the year in relation to
what was actually spent. Now our projects show different operating margins, but
that’s because we project the worse when it comes to expenditures and it never ends
that way. And hopefully it will continue to not end that way.
Mr. Rivas, And to go back up too when you talk about the circuit breaker
credits. That’s, I mean that’s pretty…obviously way over estimated right? From
2020 $2.7 million dollars we thought the impact of the circuit breaker but it really
was only $2.2 million dollars?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, According to our Tax Abstract yes.
Mr. Rivas, 2021 we’re estimated $4 million dollars difference than what we
are trending for right now?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Where are you seeing $4 million dollars?
Mr. Rivas, Is that right $2.5 million dollars verses $2.1 million dollars final?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, $400,000 dollars.
Mr. Rivas, Oh $400,000 dollars.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes.
Mr. Rivas, Okay thank you. Oh so that’s going back okay.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, So these estimates are calculated and…
Mr. Rivas, Alright I’m going blind, thank you.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, So these are calculated and released by the DLGF,
these are not our estimates okay. But the final numbers are what we actually…it’s
based on what we bill in the spring.
Mr. Rivas, (Inaudible) okay. $400,000 to $500,000 dollars.
Mr. Poparad, In the first quarter we get money for bridges from Washington
can we lower the Cumulative Bridge rate?
Ms. Graham, Good question.
Mr. Poparad, That’s a yes or no.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, When are we talking about getting this money?
Mr. Poparad, I don’t know, let’s say first quarter next year.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, No once it’s set it’s done. Once the rate is set it’s set.
Mr. Jessen, Is there any mechanism to transfer from the Cumulative Bridge
fund? A transfer of funds?
Mr. Poparad, Or they get nothing the following year.
accumulate money in the bridge fund.

Because we can

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Correct, yes you could.
Mr. Poparad,
Biden saves us.

Because the rate will drop the following year assuming Joe

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, The rate could decrease, or it could be held the same
or the Commissioners could decrease it.
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Mr. Poparad, Okay.
Mr. Bozak, If the Commissioners increase it, we have no…is there nothing we
can do about that?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, I do not have the answer to that.
Mr. Bozak, Harold?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, That is the question that was raised to me
in the last day or two and I pulled the statue. It doesn’t look like we have much
authority I just (inaudible) answer for you.
Mr. Jessen, I think from a…unless the money falls from the sky which it’s
been doing or we’re hopeful that it does.
Mr. Rivas, We just approved a grant that fell from the sky. We have
$17,000,000 dollars sitting in our bank account that fell from the sky. So we’ll see
what happens when we spend it.
Mr. Jessen, The one thing that I can assure everybody is from a Bridge fund
needs, I mean there is a specific need for additional money in the Bridge fund based
on the needs that we have throughout the county. It’s not money that would go
unused or is unnecessary. We’ve made some good progress, but there is still plenty
of work to be done on our bridges and that fund will be important. Now if money
comes in from the sky to replace that money then it might be less of a priority.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Exactly and can I just clarify what I said when the
rate is set it’s set? Once you adopt the budgets and all of these numbers are sent to
the state, that’s when they set the rates in the budget order. That’s what I mean
when the rates are set they are set. I just want to clarify that, we can’t like change
the rates in February of next year.
Ms. Graham, Vicki…
Mr. Jessen, No go ahead Sylvia.
Ms. Graham, I just want to say that this is tremendous report. I appreciate
you having this all right in front of us.
Mr. Jessen,
And the overall summary is basically saying that your
recommendation is to for the General Fund 2022 not increase the budget by more
than 1.5% to 1.8% percent?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, Ok.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, And every year as the veteran members of this council
knows.
Ms. Graham, Yes.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, I’m always ask that question every year so I decided to
kind of…
Mr. Jessen, Acquaint us.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Beat you to it.
Mr. Jessen, Okay.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, And just put that recommendation in here in writing.
Of course it can be changed but it probably will not be changed.
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Mr. Jessen, And that’s a very significant consideration, because that’s not a
whole lot frankly.
Ms. Graham, No it isn’t.
Mr. Rivas, So with that said and I appreciate this. So we have an obligation
in front of us here are we doing where the minutes have to be sent out, but I think
Vicki has asked us that we…how do we do this? Do we vote on a recommendation?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, Someone would have to motion to make the
recommendation that the Local Governmental Entities (inaudible)
Mr. Rivas, Right, so you said a motion. Would someone like to make motion
that we send a letter…is it a letter that comes out of your office that everybody be
mindful of the Max Levies and to be careful to pass their budget within those Max
Levies?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes.
Mr. Poparad, I’ll make the motion.
Ms. Graham, Yes I’ll second it.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and a second, discussion? All in favor of the
motion signify by saying Aye? Opposed same sign? Thank you Vicki.
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, And just to let you know we always send this report to
the Taxing Units.
Mr. Rivas, Alright.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Because it’s so they don’t have to drum through all
those pages, if they haven’t already.
Mr. Rivas, Perfect, thank you.
Mr. Jessen, Thank you.
Meeting Adjourned
Mr. Rivas, Alright anything else?
Mr. Poparad, Do you need a motion to adjourn? I make it.
Mr. Rivas, There’s a motion.
Mr. Bozak, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Second. All in favor of adjourning signify by saying Aye? Opposed?
Motion carries on a majority voice vote.
There being no further business, meeting was adjourned.
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